






When I read the verses of an amazingly talented child for the first time, I was shocked, and not so much 

because of the poetic gift of young Alla Aizensharf. The verses did not allow me to live peacefully; they 

sprouted like the seeds thrown into fertile soil. Something needed to be done. I wanted to illustrate her 

poems. However, not by myself, a grown up of today, but by a girl of about twelve or fourteen with the 

attitude, eyes and hand of a teenager. A difficult, almost impossible task! Only a child can say: "Germans 

and dogs are searching for us..." and this will be true. If an adult does it, it will be a lie, a fake. Still a few 

of my drawings entered the album.  

I came up with the idea to read Alla Aizensharf's verses to children ages 6-12. What if they could, all of a 

sudden, get into the very essence – the children of today, prosperous, different? I had fears and doubts, but 

the children asked, sympathized, empathized and drew. "I do not purposely think," - wrote a six-year-old 

Alla Aizensharf, thinking about global issues. “Why? What for? Who will give me the answer?” If my 

young artists "accidentally" think about these issues, it means that our album can impact others in the 

same way.  

Several years ago, I called Alla in Ashkelon, Israel, and told her about the children's exhibition based on 

her child's verses. I asked her opinion about the publication of the album. "This is my dream!" - said Alla. 

And mine too. It is so good that dreams can come true!" 

May no one be surprised that under one picture it is written "Zhenya Gassel, 6 years old", and under the 

other "Zhenya Gassel, 10 years old." There were children who after four years came back to those verses. 

I am grateful to all my young artists for their participation. 

Alla Aizensharf passed away in January 2018 but the poems of the 6-year-old girl will still amaze those, 

who will read them.  

 

Artist, head of the "Simcha" art studio at NGO "Eva" 

Natalia Vorontsova  



































































































Alla Aizensharf, who was born in Nemirov in 1936 and lived there during WWII, recalls the murder

operation in Nemirov in November 1941and June 1942 in her poems. Alla remembers how her father

succeeded in hiding her, her mother, and her sister under the bed before he was taken away, and how

these family members subsequently hid in a cellar together with several other Nemirov Jewish

families. Alla tells how she later learned about the tragic fate of her father and the other Nemirov Jews

who were brutally murdered near the brick factory.

The survivors of these massacres were incarcerated in a labor camp on the outskirts of Nemirov. Some

survivors from the Nemirov ghetto were deported to a labor camp in Bratslav, where most of them

were ultimately murdered. The inmates of the Nemirov labor camp were murdered in several

massacres in 1942 and 1943. The total number of Holocaust victims from Nemirov exceeded 3,000.

Alla Aizensharf passed away on January 5th, 2018. Her work will continue with this album. Please

share it and support it as you are able.


